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A dynamic passive thermoregulation fabric using
metallic microparticles†
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Maintaining comfort using photonic thermal management textiles has a large potential to decrease the

energy cost for heating and cooling in residential and office buildings. We propose a thermoregulating

fabric using metallic microparticles, which provides a dynamic and passive control of the infrared trans-

mission, by adapting to the ambient temperature and humidity. The fabric is composed of tailored metal

microparticles and a stimuli-responsive polymer actuator matrix, in order to benefit from strong scattering

effects to control the wideband transmission of thermal radiation and to provide a sharp, dynamic

response. The detailed numerical design demonstrates a wide dynamic ambient setpoint temperature

window of ∼8 °C, with the wearer staying comfortable in the range between 18 and 26 °C. Its compatibil-

ity for large-scale manufacturing, with a safe and strong thermoregulating performance indicates a vital

energy-saving potential and paves the way to a more sustainable society.

1. Introduction

At present, we continuously heat and cool large buildings in
order to keep the occupants in thermal comfort, while there is
no difference in energy consumption between a few or many
occupants. Thus, a large amount of energy is wasted, activating
an ongoing effort to reduce energy consumption.1,2 To this
end, it is essential to localize the heating and cooling efforts,
with solutions such as heated chairs, leg warmers, directed
heating, and smart fabrics. In recent years, personal thermal
management using smart fabrics enjoyed a rapid progress. To
a large extent, the human body loses its metabolically gener-
ated heat by emitting infrared (IR) radiation centered near
10 μm.3 Therefore, fabric designs that capitalize on controlling
radiative transfer became a research and industry target.

By implementing various photonic approaches, several
state-of-the-art single mode (i.e., cooling or heating) and dual-
mode (heating4–7 and cooling8–11), active and passive (requires
no energy input) fabrics were designed and fabricated. Tong
et al. conceived an Infrared Transparent Visible Opaque Fabric
(ITVOF) for radiative cooling with an IR transparent textile,
showing that a large (ideally total) hemispherical transmit-

tance grants the best performance for semitransparent
fabrics.12 On the other hand, Hsu et al. employed metallic
nanowires with high IR reflectance for radiative heating.13

Further, Cai et al. used polyethylene alone, and combined with
a metallic nano-mesh, to design cooling and heating fabrics,
respectively.11,14 The crucial importance of the outer surface
emissivity for thermoregulatory operation of an opaque fabric
was pointed out.14

The most attractive smart fabrics are the ones that provide
passive and dynamic radiative thermoregulating functional-
ities. These fabrics possess both cooling and heating modes,
and switch between modes without external energy input.15,16

For example, Zhang et al. proposed carbon nanotube-coated
bimorph fibers to dynamically modulate IR emissivity, provid-
ing both cooling and heating by adapting to the relative
humidity.17 Furthermore, Hsu et al. reported a dual-mode
textile, based on different emissivities of the outer fabric
surface, so the clothes have to be inverted to switch between
cooling and heating mode.18 In previous work, we proposed a
Dynamic Transmittance Switch Textile (DTST), incorporating
metal microfibers with shape memory polymers to modulate
the IR transmittance for both cooling and heating modes.19

Here, we demonstrate a promising framework for a metallic
microparticle-based dynamic fabric (MMDF): a dynamic and
passive thermal regulating fabric that controls the radiative
transfer by adapting to the ambient temperature and humidity.
We perform a comprehensive numerical study of the design’s
optical and thermal properties to determine optimized para-
meters for both heating and cooling functionalities. The
dynamic switching is achieved via a shape memory polymer
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matrix that responds to environmental changes. The design
capitalizes on the strong scattering properties of metallic
microspheres, leading to a strong modulation of transmittance
and reflectance as a function of the volume fraction. With
thermal calculations, we reveal a significant 8 °C setpoint
temperature window of the proposed fabric. Unlike (quasi-)
ordered fabrics, the microparticles in this design are randomly
distributed, and can be immersed in a relatively homogeneous
polymer membrane, leading to feasible fabrication
approaches.

The paper is structured as follows, in section 2 we present
the working principle of the proposed technology. In section 3
we introduce the different modeling schemes: (1) the radiative
properties of a single particle, (2) the properties of an
embedded microparticle cloud, (3) the radiative transfer
through the fabric, and (4) the analysis of total heat transfer.
In section 4 we evaluate the fabric performance, and section 6
concludes.

2. Design working principle

Several daytime radiative cooling technologies utilize dispersed
nano- to micro-scale particles in a polymer or other host matrix
and substrate, which should be explored more for thermal textile
designs.20,21 A technology with dispersed particles can be suit-
able for large-scale manufacturing of advanced textiles.22,23

Composite textiles incorporating dielectric microspheres have
been reported for outdoor personal cooling,23 as well as for
indoor personal heating24 functionalities.

Our proposed design (Fig. 1a) incorporates metallic micro-
particles in a stimuli-responsive shape-memory polymer

(SMP). These polymers are materials that can vary their shape
from a temporary shape to a permanent shape upon exposure
to an external stimulus such as heat, light, moisture, or mag-
netic field.25 For the MMDF design, we propose temperature-
responsive SMPs, due to their ability to respond to an ambient
temperature change. More specifically, for our application the
most interesting SMPs have permanent domains made of
chemical crosslinks, and switching domains associated with
either a glass transition or a melting point temperature.26,27

Temperature-responsive SMPs are typically deformed above
Ttrans, they remain fixed in this temporary, deformed shape
when cooled below Ttrans, and finally recover their original
shape (before deformation) when heated again above Ttrans.
The shape recovery is thought to be due to the entropic relax-
ation of the polymer chains.

The MMDF design operation relies on two concepts: the
strong scattering of micro-scale metallic particles in the IR,
and the swelling and shrinking capabilities of specific poly-
mers as a function of temperature or humidity.28 Similar to
previous dynamic functionalities, the design is flexible enough
to deliver two operation modes: a cooling mode (when the
ambient temperature is large) and a heating mode (for lower
ambient temperatures).

For the heating mode, at lower temperatures, the polymer
matrix shrinks [Fig. 1a (I)], which increases the volume fraction
( fv) of the particles, leading to increased scattering and reflec-
tance. This directly blocks the radiative heat flux emitted from
the human body to the ambient, leading to enhanced thermal
comfort at low temperatures. On the other hand, for the
cooling mode, at higher temperatures, expanding the polymer
matrix [Fig. 1a (II)] decreases the particle volume fraction, scat-
tering and reflectance, so the radiative heat flux of the body

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic illustration of MMDF working principle with two-mode operation: (I) heating and (II) cooling. (b) Single silver microsphere Qsca

as a function of radius r and wavelength. (c) Qsca, (d) Qabs, (e) Qb
sca, and (f ) Qf

sca as a function of wavelength for various radii r.
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escapes to the ambient, leading to enhanced comfort at higher
temperatures.

3. Modeling

The proposed principle provides comfort over a large tempera-
ture range (called the setpoint temperature window), when the
parameters are chosen judiciously. To determine this tempera-
ture window, we need to implement multiple simulation steps
(see Fig. S1 in ESI†) that build on each other, explained in the
following sections.

First, in section 1, we use electromagnetic wave theory (i.e.,
extended Lorenz–Mie solutions) to calculate the optical pro-
perties of a single metallic microsphere, which includes scat-
tering Qsca (both forward Qf

sca and backward Qb
sca), extinction

Qext, and absorption Qabs efficiencies, and scattering phase
function Φ(Θ), where scattering angle Θ is the angle between
the incident Ω′ and scattered Ω directions. Second, in section
2, we study the effective radiative properties of a microsphere
cloud uniformly dispersed in a polymer matrix (such as asym-
metry factor g, scattering albedo ω0, effective absorption κeff,
scattering σeff, and extinction βeff coefficients). Third, in
section 3, we investigate the radiative transfer analysis of a
semitransparent particulate medium using a collision-based
forward Monte Carlo method (with the effective properties
from the previous step). Finally, in section 4, we utilize a heat
balance analysis to study thermal transport through the fabric,
leading to the ambient setpoint temperature.

The implemented methods have a good accuracy and
require a much smaller computational cost compared to
solving Maxwell’s equations directly. However, we note that the
independent scattering approach is used, so scattering is inco-
herent, and the microspheres are not in each other’s near-
field.29,30 Interestingly, the design requires only small volume
fractions, which is suited for the independent scattering
approach. In fact, a small fraction of particles is useful for
other properties, such as the flexibility of the fabric.

3.1. Single particle properties

Studying the radiative properties of embedded nano- and
microparticles is important for various disciplines (i.e., aero-
space, biomedical, photonics, and so on). For these materials,
the fundamental electromagnetic approach is the Lorenz–Mie
theory or an extended form, for example with applications in
composite coatings such as polymers with dielectric hollow
microspheres for thermal applications.31,32

The simplest situation involves a non-absorbing embedding
medium, so conventional Lorenz–Mie theory applies. On the
other hand, when the medium is absorbing, it is customary to
implement a direct addition of microsphere and medium
absorption to determine the overall absorption. However, this
ignores the microsphere’s influence on the medium absorp-
tion, introducing inaccuracies in certain situations.

Therefore, here we implement the Generalized Lorenz–Mie
extension formalism using the far-field (FF) method for a

microsphere in an absorbing medium, which is proven appro-
priate for radiative transfer in thermal applications.33 Indeed,
for a medium with very low or no absorption, the FF method
gives the same results as the conventional Lorenz–Mie theory
(detailed in the ESI†). By utilizing the FF method, we have the
flexibility to introduce an absorbing matrix at a later stage.

The fabric modulates the composite’s reflection/trans-
mission, which is fundamentally related to a single micro-
sphere’s scattering properties. One has to choose the optimal
microsphere size with a desired large scattering efficiency over
the human body emission wavelength range. We use silver par-
ticles, with bulk refractive index data,34 which has a low
absorption in the mid-IR region. Here, it is assumed that the
optical constant of the particle is not influenced by size. For
the medium we employ an ideal polymer with real index nm =
1.5.

Fig. 1b shows the scattering efficiency as a function of par-
ticle radius r and wavelength in the mid-IR region. One
observes weak scattering for smaller microspheres (r <
300 nm) over the human body emission wavelength range
(5–25 μm), but the scattering increases towards smaller wave-
lengths as resonances appear (yellow bands).

The details are visible in Fig. 1c. At a constant radius and
for decreasing wavelength, the scattering increases towards a
large maximum (e.g., maximum at 12 μm for radius 1.5 μm),
and then oscillates towards smaller wavelengths. Metallic
spheres with a radius of about 1.5 μm are very interesting, as
the maximum is large, and the scattering is fairly broad, cover-
ing well the human emission range. Indeed, smaller radii lead
to narrower spectra (blue curve for r = 1 μm in Fig. 1c),
whereas larger radii lead to slightly lower maxima (green curve
for r = 2 μm in Fig. 1c).

In general, we observe large scattering efficiencies, with
Qsca above 2, and furthermore the absorption is negligible (see
Fig. 1d and Fig. S2a in ESI†). This is typical for metals in the
mid and far-IR, as the free electrons lead to a Drude model
with a very large and negative permittivity for these small fre-
quencies and a relatively small imaginary part of the permittiv-
ity (leading to weak absorption).35,36

A further argument to choose a reference radius of 1.5 μm
for further modeling is offered by the backward and forward
scattering efficiencies (Fig. 1e and f, respectively). Both charac-
teristics are favorable for 1.5 μm, as Qhrmb

sca peaks around
10–15 μm, and Qf

sca is fairly broadband. Higher radii have a
stronger Qf

sca, but their Qb
sca is less pronounced in the body

emission range. This backward scattering leads to an optimal
cloud reflection/transmission with the r = 1.5 μm radius par-
ticles (see Fig. S2b–i in ESI†).

3.2. Embedded microparticle cloud

Now we study the radiative properties of an ensemble ran-
domly dispersed in a polymer matrix. For independent scatter-
ing, with Ni the number of microspheres (with radius ri) per
unit volume (i.e., fv,i = 4/3πri3Ni), the fraction of energy scat-
tered by all the microspheres (per unit length along the direc-
tion of the incoming electromagnetic wave) is equal to the
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scattering cross section summed over all microspheres.29

Thus, one obtains the effective scattering coefficient:

σeff ¼
Xm
i¼1

NiCsca;i ¼
Xm
i¼1

3fv;i
4ri

Qsca;i; ð1Þ

the effective absorption coefficient:

κeff ¼
Xm
i¼1

NiCabs;i þ κm ¼
Xm
i¼1

3fv;i
4ri

Qabs;i þ 4πkm
λ

; ð2Þ

and the effective extinction coefficient:

βeff ¼
Xm
i¼1

NiCext;i ¼
Xm
i¼1

3fv;i
4ri

Qext;i; ð3Þ

with the scattering albedo ω0 = σeff/βeff. Csca,i, Cabs,i, and Cext,i

are the scattering, absorption, and extinction cross sections.
The absorption in the polymer matrix is calculated as κm =
4πkm/λ using the complex refractive index km. The expressions
can be used for several types of inclusions, indexed by i, but
here we use uniform Ag microspheres with r = 1.5 μm, so the
summations disappear.

Fig. 2a–c shows the calculated σeff, κeff, and βeff as a function
of fv and wavelength. As expected, the σeff increases with fv
(near the relevant 10 μm wavelength), showing a potential for
dynamic modulation. This stems from the large Qsca of a
single Ag microsphere in the same wavelength region
(see Fig. 1c). Overall, the effective absorption efficiency of the
fabric is very low, but shows a rapid increase when fv surpasses
0.03. This indicates a possible absorption in the fabric in
heating mode (at high fv). Similarly, the extinction βeff also
increases with fv.

Because Φ(Θ) (the directional distribution of scattered
energy) is the same for each microsphere (for a uniform
blend), it is also valid for the particle cloud.29 Similarly, the
asymmetry factor g of the ensemble is the same for the micro-
spheres, defined as

g ¼ 1
4π

ð
4π
Φ Θð Þ cos ðΘÞdΩ: ð4Þ

When g is greater than 0, forward scattering is larger than
backward scattering, and vice versa (see Fig. 2d, g > 0 for wave-
length less than 10 μm). In the case of isotropic scattering g is

Fig. 2 Microsphere ensemble effective (a) scattering σeff, (b) absorption κeff, and (c) extinction βeff coefficients. (d) σeff and asymmetry factor g, with
forward and back scattering coefficients (σfeff, σ

b
eff) for fv = 0.05. (e) Schematic illustration of radiative transport through a slab with thickness t. (f )

Spectral reflectance R, transmittance T and absorptance A as a function of wavelength and fv. (g) R, T, and A as a function of wavelength for fv =
0.05 and 0.005 μm, with the human body emissivity at a skin temperature of 34 °C. (h) Spectrally integrated reflectance ρ, transmittance τ, and
absorptance α as a function of fv for t = 150 μm.
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zero. We compute the effective backward σbeff and forward σfeff
scattering coefficients directly from the single particle Qb

sca and
Qf
sca (Fig. 1e and f) using incoherent summation rules for fv =

0.05 (see Fig. 2d), which leads to the total scattering coefficient
σeff = σfeff + σbeff . When σbeff is higher than σfeff , g is negative (and
vice versa). At the point where σbeff = σfeff (around 10 μm), g is
zero and scattering into the forward and backward hemi-
spheres are equal.

3.3. Radiative transport analysis

Radiative transport through the fabric is modeled using the
conventional radiate transfer equation (RTE). We consider the
fabric as a homogeneous slab medium (see Fig. 2e), and
employ the effective radiative quantities computed in the pre-
vious section as an input to solve the RTE. Subsequently, the
fabric’s overall radiative transport qualities (i.e., transmission,
reflection, absorption) in the human body emission band are
retrieved, which are crucial for the thermal model in the next
section.

The RTE in a participating medium is written as

dI
ds

¼ κeff Ibb � βeff I þ
σeff
4π

ð
IΦ Ω′ ;Ωð ÞdΩ′ ; ð5Þ

with I the radiative intensity field, s the path length, Ibb the
blackbody intensity, and Φ(Ω′,Ω) the scattering phase func-
tion, which describes the distribution of scattered energy
coming from direction Ω′ into direction Ω with the scattering
angle Θ between the two directions.29,37 The first term on the
right-hand side represents the emission, the second term rep-
resents extinction due to absorption and scattering, the last
term denotes radiation augmentation due to in-scattering.

The RTE can be solved using various analytical and numeri-
cal methods (i.e., Four-Flux, Two-Flux, P1 approximation,
discrete ordinate, finite element…).29,37 Due to its accuracy
and simplicity, the Monte Carlo (MC) method is chosen for
this study. We implement the collision-based forward MC
method, extending and adopting a validated algorithm used
by Yalçın et al. in various works.38,39 This algorithm’s main
advantage is to capitalize on the parallelization possibility and
to utilize a GPU accelerator, allowing to launch tens of thou-
sands of photons and to retrieve results in reasonably short
times.

The comprehensive MC implementation for solving the
RTE can be found in ref. 37 and 40. The flow chart and
detailed description are in the ESI.† Overall, a photon is
launched at the upper boundary of the fabric for each run,
with a certain propagation direction. The photon moves until
it is reflected by or transmitted through the fabric (see Fig. 2e).
During each step the photon travels a random distance with
mean equal to the photon’s path-length in the medium. When
scattering occurs, the new propagation direction is determined
via the Henyey–Greenstein scattering phase function, which
approximates the exact phase function from the Mie solution,
thus simplifying the computational task.29,41 The Henyey–
Greenstein phase function utilizes the asymmetry factor g cal-
culated in the previous section.

When photons strike the fabric interface, a fraction of them
will be reflected, and the rest will be refracted. The entrance
angle for photon tracing is handled using Snell’s law. Specular
reflectance at the boundaries is computed using conventional
Fresnel equations,37 combined with Maxwell–Garnett effective
medium theory for the fabric’s refractive index (detailed in the
ESI†).42 Thus, the surface reflection adapts to the volume frac-
tion ( fv) modulation.

The important spectral hemispherical parameters retrieved
from the RTE solution for fabric thickness t = 150 μm are dis-
played in Fig. 2f as a function of fv. The top panel presents the
spectral hemispherical reflectance (R) of the fabric. R increases
with fv, especially for 7–15 μm where the human body emissiv-
ity is substantial, thus returning an important fraction of the
body’s radiation back to the skin. This mirrors the trend of
σmeff discussed previously (see Fig. 2a).

The middle panel shows the spectral hemispherical trans-
mittance (T ) through the fabric, which decreases with increas-
ing fv, so the fabric allows less thermal radiation to reach the
ambient. This correlates with the large cloud effective extinc-
tion coefficient (βeff ) (see Fig. 2c). The bottom panel presents
the spectral hemispherical absorptance (A) of the fabric, which
is very low for small fv, but increases rapidly after fv = 0.03.
This is connected with the behavior of κeff (see Fig. 2b), which
is higher around 14–17 μm, and A shows the same trend.

As an important result, for t = 150 μm, Fig. 2g shows R,T,
and A for two specific cases, fv = 0.001 and 0.05, respectively,
which we associate with the cooling and heating mode. In
cooling mode ( fv = 0.001, dashed lines) we observe very low R
and A, so the fabric is almost perfectly transparent for all wave-
lengths. In heating mode ( fv = 0.05, solid lines) R and A are sig-
nificant, and decrease somewhat above 15 μm, while T is low
for the important 9–16 μm region.

For the heat transfer analysis, one needs the total radiative
quantities, which are the spectrally integrated R, T, and A,
weighted by the Planck distribution (with a 34 °C skin temp-
erature). Thus, the total reflectance (ρ), transmittance (τ), and
absorptance (α) indicate how much body emission is reflected,
transmitted, and absorbed/emitted by the fabric (see Fig. 2h
for t = 150 μm). This result is fundamental to the dynamic
functionality: as a function of the volume fraction these para-
meters are drastically adjusted, leading to a cooling or heating
effect.

3.4. Heat transfer model

The fabric’s overall performance is understood by modeling
the heat transfer from the skin to the ambient. The main
objective is to determine the maximum and minimum sur-
rounding environment temperature, which the proposed fabric
can maintain without affecting the wearer’s thermal comfort:
the setpoint temperature window. We consider a dry condition,
with negligible moisture transfer. Radiative and conductive
processes constitute the heat transfer through the air gap and
the fabric, while the heat dissipation from the fabric to the
ambient is via radiation and convection. We model the fabric
as a semitransparent layer (keeping the radiative properties in
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mind), such that it handles the two proposed cases, opacity
and near-complete transparency. A 1D steady-state heat trans-
fer analysis (see Fig. 3a and b) is implemented to determine
the temperature window as a function of the radiative para-
meters (detailed in the ESI†).

The requirement for a wearer’s thermal comfort is the
equality between metabolic heat generation (Qgen) and total
heat loss in dry condition (Qdry). The total heat loss is con-
trolled by the effective heat transfer coefficient heff, which is
inversely related to the effective thermal resistance Reff
between skin and ambient (Reff = heff

−1). The dynamic func-
tionality modulates Reff for heating and cooling modes accord-
ingly. The total heat flux through air gap and fabric to the
ambient (in dry condition) is given by

Qdry ¼ heffðTskin � TambÞ; ð6Þ

with Tskin and Tamb the skin and ambient temperature.
We assume a constant Qgen = 70 W m−2, corresponding to a

sedentary individual with a skin temperature of 34 °C.9 The
emissivity of the skin is approximated as a gray body with
εskin = 0.98 (ref. 43) and the emissivity of ambient as a black
body is εamb = 1. For the micro-climate, an air gap thickness of
2.5 mm is used. We consider the thermal conductivity of air
kair(T ) to be a function of local temperature, obtained by
fitting data using a fourth-order polynomial (detailed in the
ESI†).44 The effective thermal conductivity of the fabric kMMDF

is calculated using classical effective medium theory depend-
ing on fv.

45,46 The natural convection heat transfer coefficient h
= 3 W m−1 K−1 allows to investigate air circulation of the sur-
rounding environment. Convective heat transfer in the air gap
is negligible due to the small Rayleigh number, which stems
from the relatively small air gap thickness.

A typical setpoint temperature band for human thermal
comfort in buildings, especially in offices, is subjective and
requires polls and statistics, thus we consider a general
average of 21–23 °C natural comfort zone for traditional
textiles.47,48 A lower setpoint corresponds to a better fabric
heating performance, and a higher setpoint corresponds to a

better cooling performance. Simulated setpoint temperature
for a specific case with h = 3 W m−1 K−1, t = 150 μm, tair =
2.5 mm is presented in Fig. 3c as a function of fv and τ.

As can be observed, the proposed fabric provides a large set-
point window of around 8 °C, thus an expanded thermal
comfort range with the lowest setpoint of 18 °C, and the
highest setpoint of 26 °C is achievable. The lowest setpoint
corresponds to τ close to 0.1, where fv = 0.05, which is an esti-
mated maximum shrinking limit of a polymer matrix, so the
fabric is quite opaque to thermal radiation emitted by the
human body. On the other hand, the highest setpoint corres-
ponds to τ = 0.96, where fv < 0.001 (expected maximum expan-
sion of a polymer matrix), hence the fabric is highly transpar-
ent to the body thermal radiation.

Compared to the natural comfort zone using a traditional
static fabric, the highest setpoint is 3 °C more than the upper
bound (23 °C), and the lowest setpoint is 3 °C less than the
lower bound (21 °C). This is a very wide setpoint window, see
the literature comparison in ref. 19. Thus, the proposed fabric
demonstrates both superior cooling and heating functional-
ities to preserve the wearer’s thermal comfort in a highly
dynamic temperature situation.

4. Performance considerations

This section analyzes the influence of various factors affecting
the performance. Heat transfer in clothing systems is complex
and strongly related to parameters such as fabric thickness, air
gap thickness, material properties, fabrication, and so on,
which we investigate here.

From the literature concerning smart fabrics, the thickness
of most technologies is in the range of 50–250 μm, so we
examine ρ, τ, and α for various thicknesses (50–200 μm), see
Fig. 4a–c. The corresponding ambient setpoint temperatures
are depicted in Fig. 4d, as a function of fv and τ.

The thin design shows the smallest window (the range
between cooling and heating), and with increasing thickness,
a larger window is acquired. Furthermore, the thin fabric

Fig. 3 (a) The main heat flow channels when the fabric covers skin, with an air gap in between. (b) Thermal circuit analogy. (c) Ambient setpoint
temperature as a function of transmittance τ and fv, for t = 150 μm. The natural comfort zone, setpoint window for cooling and heating are
indicated.
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shows a nearly linear trend, while the thicker one is more
curved. Finally, the lower setpoint is much more variable than
the upper one.

Following an increase in fv, ρ first increases rapidly and
saturates (Fig. 4a), while τ decreases continuously due to the
continuous increase of α (Fig. 4b and c). Thus, at constant fv,
increasing thickness directly increases the absorption, thus
decreasing the transmission even for small fv, resulting in the
setpoint curve’s parabolic shape (Fig. 4d). Interestingly, this
explains the small variability in the upper setpoint and the
larger variability of the lowest setpoint as a function of fabric
thickness.

For example, t = 200 μm demonstrates the lowest setpoint
temperature due to increased α, and thus increases emission
(ε) via Kirchhoff’s law. Indeed, α/ε transports radiation to both
sides (i.e., to ambient and to the skin) of the fabric. On the
other hand, ρ and τ completely reverse the radiative transport
(to skin or ambient), thus, increasing α helps the heating
process by returning heat back to the skin.

Overall, even though the larger thickness shows a signifi-
cantly lower setpoint temperature, the larger volume is more
difficult for mechanical actuation of the polymer, and the
flexibility of the fabric decreases. It is also preferable to keep
the thickness small to avoid unnecessary absorption in the
cooling mode. Even the most highly IR transparent polymer
possesses inherent absorption due to hydrogen–oxygen
bonds that could result in small absorption. Furthermore, to

ensure lateral shrinking and expansion, a smaller thickness
is desirable.

The effect of air gap thickness is illustrated in Fig. 4e. One
can distinguish two regions for each mode (cooling and
heating). For cooling mode (small fv), in the bottom-left corner
(I), we have an improved highest upper-bound ambient set-
point temperature because the conductive heat transfer is
dominant due to lower insulation (reduced thermal resistance)
offered by the reduced air gap. In the top-left corner (II), the
upper-bound ambient setpoint has decreased (compared to
region I) due to an increase in thermal resistance as the air
gap increases (reducing conduction from skin to fabric).

For heating mode (large fv), in the bottom-right corner (I),
we observe a moderate lower-bound setpoint because of lower
thermal resistance due to a small air gap. In the top-right
corner (II), we see a reduced lower-bound setpoint due to sub-
stantial insulation provided by the increased air gap (i.e.,
reduced thermal conduction).

Overall, it is clear that region (I) in cooling mode (tight-
fitting clothing, small fv) and region (II) in heating mode
(loose-fitting clothing, large fv) provide the best performance.
However, for a dynamic fabric, one chooses a preferable fixed air
gap, which results in both desirable upper and lower bounds.
Here, tair = 2.5 mm shows promise for both upper and lower
bound setpoint temperatures. Furthermore, the ambient airflow
is investigated by varying the convective heat transfer coefficient
h (see Fig. S5a, ESI†). The influence of considering a gray body

Fig. 4 (a) ρ, (b) τ, and (c) α as a function of fv for various thicknesses t. (d) Ambient setpoint temperature as a function of fv and τ for various thick-
nesses t. (e) Map of ambient setpoint temperature as a function of tair and fv. (f ) Ambient setpoint temperature as a function of fv for various absorp-
tion levels in the matrix (km = 0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, and 0.002).
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assumption for the ambient (e.g., εa = 0.9) has a minimal effect
on the performance of the MMDF (Fig. S5b, ESI†).

For the matrix, various shape memory polymers have been
successfully synthesized, mainly based on polyurethane,49

styrene,50 cyanate ester,51 and polyamide.52 Recent studies
have reported that polymers such as bio-based polylactide-
urethane and polyurethane show programmable shape-
memory properties around the human body temperature, as
well as lower absorption in the thermal band.53,54 For example,
Shua et al. show high transmission of biodegradable poly-
urethane.54 Leng et al. studies styrene-based shape memory
polymers with very low absorption (α = 0.03) in the human
body emission wavelength range.55 However, due to inherent
refractive index and absorption coefficient variability, hydro-
gel-based thermoresponsive polymers are not suitable for
MMDF operation.56,57

For example, polymer-based materials, including SMPs,
have a limitation in the attainable contrast of the refractive
index, because most polymers have a refractive index between
1.4 and 1.7 in the visible and IR regime. The optical absorp-
tion properties of thermoresponsive, and indeed of many
other stimuli-responsive polymers in the IR, are significantly
sample dependent. This is due to the particular manufactur-
ing process used or the presence of impurities such as antioxi-
dants, heavy-metal salts, or oxides as residues of the catalysts
used in polymerization and water microdroplets. Similarly,
exposure of the material to environmental factors such as high
temperatures, ultraviolet radiation, mechanical stress, and
high-energy irradiation can significantly change the material’s
IR optical constants. Therefore, it is difficult to propose a
unique set of intrinsic optical constants for the matrix.

Consequently, we introduce a non-dispersive absorbing
medium, in order to understand the effect of polymer matrix
absorption on the overall performance. We calculate the set-
point temperature (for t = 150 μm) using various values of a
constant absorption index of the matrix (km from 0.0001 to
0.002), see Fig. 4f. As expected, the setpoint temperature for
both cooling and heating mode varies. Interestingly, with high
absorption (km = 0.002) the cooling (low fv) remains 1 °C above
the upper natural setpoint, while the heating mode (high fv)
remains 1.6 °C below the lower natural setpoint. Even though
a careful selection of a (moderate to highly) IR-transparent
polymer matrix is necessary for an exceptional performance,
the design is capable of delivering adequate temperature regu-
lation (a minimum setpoint window of 4.6 °C) using an
absorbing polymer.

For the microspheres, various metals can be used. For
example, we compare the radiative response of silver (Ag),
copper (Cu), gold (Au), and aluminum (Al) microspheres (see
Fig. S6 in ESI†). As expected, most metals show a similar
response in the IR region and, thus can be used for the textile.
However, due to the inherent antimicrobial properties of Ag
and Cu, they may be a favorable design choice.58,59

On the other hand, one can utilize a microsphere com-
posed of a dielectric core and a thin metal shell. We performed
electromagnetic calculations using extended Lorenz–Mie solu-

tions for Ag-coated dielectric spheres (silicon dioxide, zinc
oxide, and titanium dioxide). Results indicate that the radiative
response of such microspheres (independent of the material
used as a dielectric core) is similar to the solid-metal spheres
for a coating shell thickness of about 100 nm and above (see
Fig. S7 in ESI†). The advantage of using such core–shell micro-
spheres is to introduce fabrication flexibility for cost-effective
large-scale manufacturing.

Several extrinsic synthesis/fabrication methods can be uti-
lized to produce the envisioned MMDF textile. In extrinsic
methods, microparticles are prepared separately and incorpor-
ated into the polymer matrix during processing.60 By using
kinetic dispersion approaches such as shear force or ultrasonic
vibrations, particles are dispersed.61 Furthermore, the micro-
sphere surfaces can be passivated to facilitate dispersion. Even
though a uniform dispersion of particles is hard to achieve, a
satisfactory uniformity can be acquired due to the design’s
small microsphere volume fraction requirement. For example,
Cai et al. fabricated a zinc oxide-polyethylene (ZnO-PE)
textile by mixing ZnO particles with melted PE at a specific
weight ratio, followed by melt-pressing the composite mixture
into a thin film. In this way, a uniformly distributed particle
cloud in the whole volume with 150 μm thickness is
achieved.23 Typically, intrinsic methods deliver smaller nano-
scale particles that are perhaps not ideal for the design
proposed here.62

5. Practical realization

Finally, to realize a practical textile, we explore potential modi-
fications. Fabric breathability, water wicking, and vapor trans-
mission have to be considered to avoid discomfort, e.g., when
sweating. A primary way to achieve these properties is to intro-
duce interconnected nanopores within the fabric. See, e.g., the
well-known nano-PE (poly-ethylene) approach, which has been
utilized effectively for cooling and heating fabrics, from lab-
scale to large-scale production.9,14

To explore this approach we perform calculations (Lorenz–
Mie solutions and effective medium theory) to optimize the
size and volume fraction of nanoholes so they do not affect
the radiative response. Results show that nanoholes with a
radius of about 250 nm (and below) will not affect the radia-
tive response brought about by the metal microparticles (see
Fig. S8, ESI†). Indeed, these pores are too small to interact
with IR radiation, while they substantially scatter in the
visible range(potentially adding to a visual opaqueness
aspect). At the same time, these pores are far larger than
water molecules, thus facilitating water vapor transmission.
Furthermore, the overall fabric performance is not affected
by the nanoholes when the volume fraction is 0.25 and
below.

Considering the material cost, equipment availability, and
production constraints, there are various techniques to intro-
duce the nanoholes. Here we suggest a few widely used
approaches: (1) using chemically synthesized nanoporous
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shape memory polymers, which can be achieved by the combi-
nation of phase separation, crystallization, and cross-
linking.63,64 (2) Introducing the nanoholes physically after the
MMDF is fabricated, so one uses nano/micro-needles to
mechanically punch holes into the membrane.14,18 (3) Using
electrospinning, which produces fibrous membranes with con-
trolled porosity, thickness, and potentially particle doping.65,66

(4) Using melt-extrusion to fabricate doped fibers, which can
be carefully woven into a fabric, with a controlled porosity as
presented in Fig. 5a.23,67

Indeed, the last two methods are attractive for the textile
industry as most fabrics are based on fibers and yarns. Thus,
we assess in detail the MMDF fabric based on ordered fibers
as well as randomly distributed fibers, and compare them with
the corresponding membrane-based approach. First, we
retrieve the effective dielectric permittivity and magnetic per-
meability of the composite (particles plus polymer) utilizing
the so-called Maxwell–Garnet Mie (MGM) size-dependent
effective medium theory (details in the ESI†).68–70 Second, we
set up a fabric configuration with cylindrical fibers in both an
ordered manner and a randomly distributed one, respectively.
The effective permittivity and permeability retrieved from
MGM calculations for a microsphere size of r = 1.5 μm and
volume fraction of 0.05 are used as input material property for
the fibers. In both ordered and random situations, a fiber
radius rf = 15 μm, fiber volume fraction of 0.85, and fabric
thickness t = 150 μm are considered. The ordered fiber geome-
try is simulated using a commercial finite element solver
(COMSOL Multiphysics), and the random geometry is com-
puted using Monte Carlo methods (details in the ESI†).

The spectral reflectance (R) in the IR (5 to 25 μm) for mem-
brane (blue), ordered fibers (light green), and random fibers
(orange) are displayed in Fig. 5b, leading to an integrated
reflectance of ρ = 0.528, 0.536, and 0.541, respectively.
Furthermore, R for the random fibers increases with wave-
length and starts to deviate slightly from the ordered configur-
ation, while it differs a bit more from the membrane curve
beyond 17 μm. This can be explained by the scattering property
of the fibers in that region: since the wavelength is close to the

size of the fibers, scattering becomes dominant. However, the
R differences in this wavelength region do not result in a sig-
nificant difference for the final integrated total reflectance (ρ)
value, due to the gradually decreasing nature of the human
body emissivity, thus it does not significantly adjust the lower
setpoint temperature, and all three configurations lead to an
almost equal value of 18 °C. We note that the results of fiber
and membrane cases are even more similar for the cooling
situation (low particle volume fraction), leading to the same
upper setpoint temperature as well.

In light of this, one can utilize the MMDF design based
on a membrane, an ordered or a random fiber approach, all
leading to a dynamic temperature regulation functionality.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we propose a passive dynamic thermoregulation
fabric that capitalizes on the strong scattering properties of
metal microspheres and the mechanical and thermal pro-
perties of a shape memory polymer. We implement detailed
electromagnetic and radiation transport models to study its
optical properties. These serve as input for a heat transfer ana-
lysis to evaluate the thermal performance of the fabric. Due to
a small volume fraction requirement and a lower health risk
(due to size and weight), micrometer-sized metal particles
possess important advantages over the customary
nanoparticles.

Using particles with radius 1.5 μm and a fabric thickness of
150 μm, our design demonstrates a wide setpoint temperature
window of 8 °C, delivering thermal comfort in the range of
18–26 °C. Furthermore, a large selection of materials can be
envisaged, both for the microspheres and for the matrix.
Various environmental and fabric parameters were investi-
gated, showing that the design performs in both heating and
cooling modes within flexible parameter ranges. Extreme
outdoor environments were not examined, as the main objec-
tive is to provide a dynamic fabric for indoor applications,
such as offices, where one can control the ambient tempera-
ture and air circulation. Furthermore, due to its compatibility
with well-established fabrication techniques, large scale manu-
facturing of the textile seems feasible. Finally, this concept is
also useful for other applications in the infrared domain, such
as thermal camouflage, IR filters and smart thermal manage-
ment devices.
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Fig. 5 (a) Schematic illustration of fabric cross section composed of
microparticle doped fibers (ordered arrangement), (b) R as a function of
wavelength for a fabric design constituted from microparticle (r =
1.5 μm) doped fibers with radius rf = 15 μm oriented randomly (orange)
and ordered (green) in comparison with membrane based design (blue),
fabric thickness t = 150 μm and particle volume fraction fv = 0.05.
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